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R 5

it won't matter much to me whether you've been all ready . 0±'

course 11' I was living a poor life and when I saw these signs, began to live

for the lord., somebody would at all.

But this moment wcula have a relevance, that I know that when

once he s: ould. call me, when once I saw that car coming, that then I coudn't

go all o± a sndden and get ready even though I did see because ther

be but the thing to do would

be to live a life would be to live that way all the time.

R 6
Student- anything about

The only sign that I know/that we will know yAg-e.eu4 when the

seventieth week of Daniel begins we must know that we are going to run into

trouble with the Jews, and as far as I can. see that is the only way that we

will know Christ is on:the, scene,

itts the real thing and that the tribulation is on its way. For seven years we

go on into Danielts seventh week, or that Christ is going to come in seven. years

or two and. a half years, I'm still not too sure, but I dont think it is going

to be at the beginning of the week, but the point is that if that covenant

should be entered into secretly, weren't published all over the world, we

wouldn't know that the seventieth week had. begun. starting right in

a covenant with the Jews right now, and, this is hypothetical of course,

we might be near the time.) Dr. MacRae again--Maybe He did. three and. a

half years ago. What about that? (Student-Maybe He did. but we haventt seen

any " We haven't seen the trumpet yet. We }vflt seen the

three and a half years,
I don't think so
either, but the point is we cantt be sure. Perhaps this is gcing to be the

answer, but we be sure when the actual signs are coming which may

down to the last two thousand years which have caused Christians to say'
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